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Abstract. Powerful air conditioners and heaters in winter are used to provide necessary temperature level in the buildings, that’s why
building life costs are significantly expensive. Clever construction solutions can reduce heating and cooling costs providing good comfort
conditions for the human living at the same time. The aims of this research are to create multiphysical 3D model of the one small building
using ANSYS CFX software, and to analyze different solutions of composite constructions. Only steady state conditions are often used for
the analysis and only the thermal conductivity is used for the heat balance analysis, but in this work the dynamical simulations are made and
as the results show, that the heat capacity and the structure of multilayered walls are very important to take into account and dynamical
temperature change effects needs to be included in detailed thermal analysis of a living buildings. Results for different multi-layered wall
constructions are shown in one physical geometry to easily analyze material properties and advantages for each composite solution.
Modelling results are based on transient calculations and compared with steady state solutions. The obtained results show that it is possible to
maintain needed thermal comfort conditions in the room and reducing the total energy consumptions at the same time by appropriate
choosing of materials and composition of various layers.
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INTRODUCTION
Building constructions are influenced by the environment and changes of temperature. To maintain
optimum comfort in a room or other space, conditioners and heaters are used, but these appliances have high
operation costs. There are ways to increase the efficiency of building and reduce construction heat loss. One of
the ways is to build the building with composite materials that could lessen the power needed to run heaters and
conditioners – to save power.
In this research, simulations of 2D and 3D heat exchange processes with ANSYS CFX computer simulation
software were done. The program was used to create study for optimal building surrounding construction
solutions for climatic conditions of Latvia. Models of air flow and heat exchange were created for testing
purposes. The total thermal balance estimation was done, and analysis of thermophysical processes of rooms and
buildings for the further studies was started. In similar researches only steady state conditions and thermal
conductivity are used mostly, but in especially changeable environmental conditions like it is Latvia (for
example in some period outside temperature in day time is +30°C, but +10°C in night), essentially important is
to take dynamical effects in to account also and do transient analysis. So in this case it is possible to produce
more detailed thermal analysis of a small living building.
Work with numerical simulation results is focused on research in temperature field, air velocity and vector
fields, composite constructions’ dew point and total thermal balance. Physics interpretation and validation of the
whole model by doing results critical analyze were made.
In first geometry models with simple two material composite wall constructions already can make reviews
about dependent wall heat capacity, about importance of material sort in construction, about total change of
temperature inside the building and complete energy consumption. In low temperature conditions and without
hot heaters thermal radiation impact is relatively low so thermal radiation wasn’t taken in to account.
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Methods
To figure out software compatibility with thermophysical problems, first studies of this research were
performed using 2D model geometry, see figure 1. Typical symmetrical geometry dimensions are 3 m wide and
5 m high. Were used 20000 mesh elements, 5cm inflation layers close to wall, -20°C outside temperature, +25°C
constant floor heating, monolithic one material constructions. In this case steady state and transient computer
simulations were done.

Figure 1. 2D model mesh, temperature field and air flow velocity field examples
In further work was used test model house geometry similar with one from the Dr. Juha Vinha doctoral
dissertation (J. Vinha, 2007) Colleges from Tampere University of Technology were built a polygon with small
test houses for climatic condition analyze in Finland. And searching for our numerical simulation result
validation opportunities this meant to be useful experience. Aim here was to build 3D model using ANSYS CFX
software, using simplified monolithic brick wall constructions in the start. Glass wool was used for insulation in
the floor and ceiling, door and attics constructions built from wood material, floor heating with constant
temperature +25°C, free ventilated attics. For simulation growth preview see figure 2, where a) is photo from the
test building area at Finland, b) is building sketch and c) is ANSYS CFX model geometry. Several steady state
simulations for different set ups and first 3D transient simulations were done and analyzed.

)

)

)

Figure 2. Test building from Tampere University of Technology
After work with previously here mentioned training models first research about composite constructions’
impact on the energy efficiency of the building was made using geometry from Tampere University of
Technology test building, but with differences in the wall constructions. Two similar models were made with
conceptual difference – construction walls are split in the middle and using two materials, for one simulation
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variant glass wool is inside and brick outside, for second it is conversely. Aim here was to analyze material
arrangement impact in composite constructions. For upper view see figure 3 and in tables 1; 2 there are a
summary of used values and physical parameters in numerical model. Dimensions for the inside room are 2.4 m
x 2.4 m x 2.6 m and wall thickness 0.4 m. Base for research and analysis was numerical simulation with constant
initial temperature in all test buildings’ constructions and environment, with constant temperature for floor
heating, without mass exchange between room and environment and without heat radiation in physical model.

Figure 3. Two modelling versions, upper view with expected steady state temperature distribution in
constructions (scale is not observed)
Table 1.Used values and parameters in numerical model
Position

Value

Wall material 1

Brick

Wall material 2

Glass Wool

Floor and ceiling insulation

Glass Wool

Roof constructions

Hard wood

Doors

Hard wood

Fluid in room, attic

Air

Initial temperature fluid and constructions

T0 = 0°C

Constant outside temperature

Te = 0°C

Floor heating temperature

Tfl. = +25°C

Į on vertical surfaces (R=0,04 [m K/W] )*

25 W/(m2·K)

Į on space under floor (R~0,07 [m2K/W] )*

14 W/(m2·K)

Flow turbulence model

Shear Stress Transport k-Ȧ

Reynolds number in room, Re

>3000

Air pressure in room, environment

1 atm

Number of mesh elements

~1 000 000

Earth’s gravity, g (on Z axis)

-9.81 m/s2

2

* Į - convective heat transfer coefficient

Table 2.Used physical parameters
Material
Glass Wool
Brick
Hard wood
Air

Density, (kg/m3)
50
1600
720
1.185

Specific heat capacity J/(kg · K)
1030.0
880.0
1255.0
1004.4
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Thermal conductivity W/(m · K)
0.0400
0.6400
0.1600
0.0261

Equations used in mathematical modelling are as follows:
Heat conduction (1), where Ȝ is coefficient of material’s thermal conductivity:
qcond . O  gradT
Heat diffusion equation (2) in the control volume shows the thermal balance:
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The continuity equation in differential form (ANSYS, 2001):
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Navier–Stokes equations in non-dimensional form (4), where Re is Reynolds number and Fr is Froude
number:
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Energy equation (6) for low speed flows
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As turbulence model is used two parameter k  Z Shear Stress Transport equation (Menter, F. R, 1994),
based on kinetic energy k and specific dissipation coefficient Z
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s 1 . This approach is combination

of k  H and k  Z turbulence models with help of function F1 that activate each model in the different zones
for the best flow representation.
Boundary conditions used in mathematical modelling are as follows:
Adiabatic boundary condition qW 0
The temperature distribution at the surface T
The distribution of thermal flux qW

Tsurf

qspec

The convective cooling qW D Tb  Tnw , where Į - specific heat transfer coefficient, Tb - outside
temperature Tb - temperature inside close to surface (Tu el al., 2008).
If we analyze one non-dynamical system using two different calculations – steady state calculation and
transient calculation, we expect that transient calculations’ results in sufficient time will conform to steady state
calculation. Temperature monitoring points in transient calculation show comparison with steady state
calculation, it is possible to analyze stability of calculation also and see in witch phase thermophysical processes
are and how they are evolving in time.
In figure 4 is shown model variant with glass wool inside and brick outside of the wall construction. Total
time for analyze here is 30h, in graph transient calculations’ room temperature is with small fluctuations, which
can be explained as air flow caused temperature changes. For steady state calculation, room temperature is
shown as average in all space.
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By analyzing steady state and transient calculation results the good match can be seen and it approve
that these results can be find as trustful. Calculation of total thermal balance in constructions is accurate as well.
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Figure 4. Transient calculations’ temperature monitoring points and corresponding steady state
calculations’ average temperature in room, glass wool inside
Other way to ensure precise results is Courant number analysis in computer simulation. Courant
u 't
number, C
(ANSYS, 2011) where u – flow velocity, ǻt – time step and ǻx – mesh element characteristic
'x
size, is important parameter for time dependent flows. Calculating courant numbers in plane or volume after first
iteration of transient calculation helps to effectively find out if the time step is suitable for flow in each place, so
in this way it is easy to discover eventual points or areas with large Courant number and analyze critical places
in mesh and improve it if necessary.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After training models, first 3D calculations were done for steady state mode with both model wall
construction variants. While floor heating is set to constant,+25°C temperature field distribution is shown in
figure 5 and 6 where average room temperature difference is ǻT =4.5°C, which shows that corner effects in
constructions is very important. Not as expected, higher room temperature is in simulation with glass wool
material inside. But total thermal energy balance shows that there are different emitted power from floor heating
in simulation 1 (figure 5) and simulation 2 (figure 6). That can be explained as boundary condition specifics,
because constant plane temperature on the floor was set.

Figure 5. Steady state temperature distribution,
glass wool material inside

Figure 6. Steady state temperature distribution,
brick material inside
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For model with glass wool inside, average temperature in the room using steady state calculation is
+13.4°C, with brick material inside it is +8.9°C. For calculated temperatures if we take 60% characteristic air
humidity in heating season, dew points in constructions are reached at temperatures: glass wool
inside:Tdp=+5.8°C; brick material inside: Tdp=+1.6°C. In figure 7 with thin red line are shown dew point
temperatures in constructions.
Figure 7 demonstrates, that in simulation variant with glass wool inside, dew point is reached in porous
layer, so in this case it is possible to accumulate water in wall structure if the inside of composite material is not
hermetic. In case if brick is inside, all material is in relatively warm zone and works as steam barrier, that is why
dew points’ isotherm located in glass wool layer is not critical in this situation.

Figure 7. Dew points in constructions – 3D geometry sliced in the middle with plane (on the left glass wool
is inside, on the right brick material is inside)
Temperature distribution in the wall shows that isotherms more densely are collected in glass wool (figure
8), so in the insulation material temperature gradient is larger, as expected before. Corner effects and difference
in total emitted power for floor heating are main reasons for different inside temperatures in two analyzed
models.

Figure 8. Temperature distribution in the wall for both constructions (red line–glass wool inside, blue
line-brick material inside)
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When starting transient calculations it is important to analyze with extra high precision the beginning of
run, while process dynamics and gradients are high. So small time step and smooth mesh are necessary for good
results. Later those parameters can increase for little, to save up resources but still ensure the quality of
numerical simulation.

Figure 9. Velocity vector field plotted on two perpendicular planes close to the wall (in figure vectors are
with same size, but color represents the value)
Velocity field analyze shows that larger flow speed are in close to wall regions, but on the wall there are noslip condition, so the velocity decreases to 0. Because of asymmetrical geometry, flow creates vortex oriented in
the room center, vortex axis is horizontal and parallel the door plane. Small additional or secondary vortexes
with lower velocity are formed in the corners. In figure 9 in perspective view can see the complete structure of
velocity vector field, which is plotted on two perpendicular planes close to the wall. In more details different
frontal views are shown additionally. Few not-physical effects appear in this case, so it means that mesh
resolution is not sufficient.
Analyzing steady state and transient state identical models with glass wool inside of the wall constructions,
temperature distribution plotted on same plane shows visually good match. See figure 10.
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Figure 10. Model variant with glass wool inside: on the right is steady state computation; on the left is
transient computation after 34 simulation hours.
Using 3 seconds time step in transient calculation, after 34 hours of simulation time thermal energy balance
difference is 9%, average temperature in the room is 13.7qC, but calculation for the same steady state has
Troom=13.4qC and thermal energy balance with 1% difference. Match between two types of calculations is high
and it allows to conclude that description of mathematical methods and physical processes are quite precise and
reasonable in simplified models like this.
CONCLUSIONS
To precisely evaluate composite wall constructions’ impact on the energy efficiency of buildings and indoor
thermal comfort conditions for the human living, main task is to reduce impact of buildings’ covering, grounds,
doors and windows, what is important both in construction work and numerical calculation.
Highly qualified transient calculations results are time and resources very demanding processes, therefore
real 3D object modelling is reduced to small test building analyze with relatively small flow velocities.
It is not rational to realize 3D transient calculations with currently available resources. Further research now
is based on 2D transient calculations analyze and 3D steady state calculations analyze, using experience gained
since now.
Because of mismatches in research interests and differences in climatic conditions is not desirable to use
experimental data for numerical model validation from others as it was meant in the beginning. Supporting by
ERAF project in the Botanical garden of University of Latvia is happening five different test building
construction for obtaining the monitoring data for climatic conditions in Latvia. Therefore following research
with mathematical modelling will involve possibilities to qualitatively compare results with experimental data.
Material arrangement in composite construction and dynamical temperature change effects can make a
significant impact on the total thermal energy balance for sure, but this research direction need to be analyze and
study in more details.
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